Accommodation
Centro de Portugal
Nelas
Solar Ponces de Carvalho
Tourism in a Manor House
Address: Rua Conde de Vilar Seco, 4 3520-225 Vilar
Seco / Nelas
Telephone: +351 912 355 422 Fax: +351 232 940 053
E-mail: solarponcesdecarvalho@gmail.com
Other informations:
Registration No.: 4118
Characteristics and Services:
Internet Access; Reserved area for non-smokers; Central heating;
Number of beds: 4; Number of rooms: 4; Double rooms with
toilet: 4; Rooms in the main house: 4; Reserved area for
smokers; Rooms available for smokers;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Train stations; Covered garage;
Room facilities:
Hair dryer in room; Internet access in room; Heating in room;
Timetable:
Breakfast timetable: 08:00 - 12:00;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€);

The Manor House “Ponces de Carvalho”, also known as the
Manor House of the “Counts of Vilar Seco”, was built in the 18th
century and is situated in the old village of Vilar Seco, covered
by vineyards and pine trees in the Heart of the Delimited Dão
Wine Region. This manor house has “french gardens” as well as
a large leisure area, with a small lake made of granite and
relaxation spaces. At short distance, you can find two thermal
resorts - Caldas da Felgueira and Alcafache – specialized in the
treatment of problems related to respiratory, musculoskeletal
and rheumatoid health diseases.
In the nearby city of Viseu, there are places of interest and
attractions to visit, namely the Grão Vasco Museum, the Almeida
Moreira House-Museum, the Cathedral and the “Misericórdia”
Church, as well as other manor houses and secular buildings of
great architectonic beauty. Golf players have at their disposal a
27-hole course (Montebelo), just a few miles away from the
city. The “Dão Wine Institute” is a place worth visiting, where
you’ll be able to taste the best wines of this region.
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